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The TN Child Care Resource & Referral
Network employs 15 HSWB Quality
Coaches who are located statewide to
promote the health & safety practices
in early care and education,
developmental monitoring and
screening info and social & emotional
development of children.

Incorporating Health & Wellness into Your Daily Lesson Plans
Building Resiliency, Shedding Stress for Lifelong Success
Did you watch the Olympic Games this summer? Many people tuned in, and it is likely
that at least some of the children in your care saw an athletic event or two. September
is a great month to have your very own Olympic Games with the children! You can
prepare events outside when the weather is nice or inside on rainy days. This is a great
way to talk about the importance of physical activity and staying healthy, plus the
children will participate in gross motor play! Set up an obstacle course or use painters’
tape to make a “balance beam” on the floor. Encourage the children to cheer each
other on as they go through the games, and you can even allow the children to design
their own medals for each other.
HTTPS://WWW.123HOMESCHOOL4ME.COM/WHY-DO-LEAVES-CHANGE-COLOR-SCIENCE_52/

SCIENCE & NATURE
Sensory Experiences in Nature
September means fall and fall means pretty fall leaves changing colors.
Where do those colors come from anyway? Here is a wonderful way to
incorporate a science lesson in nature. Take a fun nature walk and collect
a couple of handfuls of leaves. Try to get a variety of colors. Sort the fall
leaves into containers by color. Have the children grind up or tear the
leaves into pieces in the container. Now the educator should add some
rubbing alcohol to the container. The alcohol should start showing all the
colors in the leaves. If you insert a cone-shaped coffee filter in the
container and let it sit long enough it will begin to absorb the liquid. This
demonstrates that the colors that show up in the fall where in the leaves
all along!
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CONTACT US

TEACHER SELF-CARE:
PRACTICING GRATITUDE
Educator Wellness: Self-Care in a Selfless Field

For more information and to reach a
quality coach near you, visit:
www.tnccrr.org

Practicing gratitude on a regular basis will make you a more
optimistic person. During challenging times, such as a pandemic,
gratitude will help you recognize the goodness in life. This creates
a positive outlook in an uncertain situation. How can one add more
gratitude in their life? Start by sending a thank you note, email, or
text. Simply telling someone you are grateful for them is easy. Be
generous with your appreciation to others and you
will feel the mindset change in you. Write your
gratitude in a journal. Keeping track of people and
things you are grateful for will improve your wellbeing emotionally which can then affect you
physically. Make gratitude a daily habit. Give
someone a thumbs up in a Zoom meeting, smile at
a stranger, or high five your child. You can even
use an app called “Gratitude Plus” to record all the
things you are thankful for and then go back and
reflect on them when you are struggling. So now,
take a moment to look around a name something
or someone for who you are profoundly grateful.

COACHES CORNER
Safety in the classroom is more than supervision. When was the
last time you inspected your classroom for hazards? We want to
provide a supportive learning environment rich with interactions
but also one that is safe and free of hazards. Consider the items
listed below before the children arrive or after all the children
have left:
· Room is free of clutter
· Cleaning materials are out of reach of children
· First aid kit accessible to adults
· Electrical outlets are covered
· Electrical cords are out of reach and do not create a tripping
hazard
· Toys are cleaned and sanitized
· Broken/unsafe toys & equipment have been removed
· Cribs are clean and mats are stored appropriately
· Check and restock supplies (paper towels, soap, toilet paper,
wipes, diapers, etc.)
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